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A key question is how muscular compliance and its interaction with a skeletal framework
dictates the performance of soft robots. Bio-inspired soft robots have been defined in numerous
ways. One approach is to use soft actuators within a skeletal framework, which provides the
capability to apply or carry loads. At the other end of the spectrum, soft robots are under
development where the musculature alone provides the capability to apply or carry load. This
talk explores this key trade-off in soft robotics in the context of pneumatic artificial muscles.
Pneumatic Artificial Muscles (PAMs) were first conceived by Gaylord in the 1950’s, and have
since been investigated for use in prosthetic and robotic devices, soft robotics, morphing and
nastic structures, and aerospace applications. PAMs possess many attractive characteristics for
implementation in soft robots. They are simple, lightweight actuators that produce high levels of
force and large, usable stroke at moderate actuation pressures (< 620 kPa). The potential
advantages of PAM actuators extend beyond their high performance levels. PAMs are naturally
compliant and are highly tolerant to misalignment and impulsive loading. Air can be distributed
to PAMs via flexible, lightweight, low pressure tubing, PAMs are highly amenable to distributed
actuation concepts. First, the advantages and disadvantages of PAMs relative to other smart
material-based actuation technologies is discussed in terms of block force, free contraction,
specific actuation force and specific work. The trade-off of muscular vs. skeletal systems when
using PAMs in robotics applications in the context of three robots: a bio-inspired manipulator
using conventional antagonistic muscle arrangements around a rotating joint, a manipulator
inspired by an octopus arm, a bio-inspired starfish robot.
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